Orientation and Morphology Control of the Liquid Crystalline Block Copolymer Thin Film by Liquid Crystalline Solvent.
The critical challenge to engineer the morphological structures in the strongly phase-segregated block copolymer thin film is to overcome the preferential wetting of the blocks at the interface and direct the self-assembly process. Herein, we utilize surface activity and selective solvation of a nematic (N) liquid crystalline (LC) solvent, 5CB, to facilely alter the LC anchoring and the orientation of the nanophase separated structures of the smectic-nematic (S-N) LC block copolymer thin film. For the neat S-N diblock copolymer thin film, the nanostructures are parallel aligned. In contrast, with continuous introduction of 5CB into the system, the orientations of the characteristic nanostructures and the morphologies of the LC thin film can be consequently changed, yielding the perpendicularly oriented lamellar or cylindrical structures with the feature size below 10 nm. The homeotropic alignment of the 5CB nematics near the air interface plays a critical role to induce this unique behavior in the S-N/5CB systems, which offers an opportunity to fine-tune the interfacial structures and the morphological patterning in the block copolymer thin film.